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Christopher Collins

Come and Play
Senior Rater: Selected to Commandant’s List for Academic Excellence. He
will be a tremendous platoon leader.

M

•

y injury is one with an alliterative cause—an internal brainbashing within the skull. Put a large, ripened cantaloupe into a

paint shaker and press “on,” then “off,” then “on,” then “off.” And then
press the paint shaker button a few more times. The physician at the VA
hospital in Cincinnati tells my wife and me the traumatic brain injury is a
result of a “coup-contrecoup concussion.” Its name magnetizes the air that
surrounds the chairs where we sit. Dust particles suspend in morning light,
slipping through aluminum blinds. I cannot help but smile at the diagnosis,
the way in which its name immediately captivates all my concentration. It’s
the cacophony of the “k’s.”

• • •
In March 2009, the wind gusts at the central Indiana drop-zone (DZ) are
high. Much higher than twelve knots, some bursts of the early spring air are
cresting above twenty. Jumping is only allowed when the air current steadies
at twelve knots or below. But each one of us are “jump hurts”—reservist-
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paratroopers behind in our mandatory four parachute jumps per year. We
need this jump. I need this jump. Or the Army will dock my pay for the
next year to recoup the money already given to me. Twelve times $150 is
a large sum of money to give back. What I have learned in my seven years
in the military is that the Army provides slowly, but it’s one that extracts
promptly.
The Indiana DZ itself is breakneck—a small, hilly circle of green
peppered with broken tree branches and various-sized stumps surrounded
by autumn maples full of leaves. During my last jump at the location in
2006, I didn’t even float into the circle. From the Blackhawk, I twisted
in the air, drifting 400 meters west from the DZ, straying over a concrete
access road before sinking—my body tight, knees slightly bent, elbows and
forearms rotated forward in front of my face—into a nest of leafless trees
that thrusted their thick branches into my abdomen and nuts.
SGT D, the DZ safety and jumpmaster, screamed, “Jumper, you
okay? Jumper, you okay?”
Suspended in a tree, I just yelled, “My nuts,” before a tree branch
broke, and my body fell fifteen feet to the ground.
The Army doctors at the MASH unit thought I might lose a ball.
Thankfully though, both stayed in their sack. Just bruises and a cowboy walk
for a month, no sex for two. But I fucking earned my $150 that month.
In the tactical Psychological Operations Company where I am a
detachment commander, thirty-six of us are “jump hurts,” including the
commander and first sergeant. Both of them are on the first jump stick
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with me. Our jump ride is a small, C-23 Sherpa. Since joining PSYOP,
I’ve jumped from Blackhawks, Chinooks, C-17s, C-130s—but I never
parachuted from Sherpa. It’s nothing but a glorified crop duster.
Only ten soldiers can jump at a time from the Sherpa; it’s all it
can hold. The Sherpa’s so undersized, each soldier will have to duck when
leaving the back hatch, or he’ll smack his head on the top hatch—Kevlar
against metal. An unconscious jumper drifting in air is more than likely
dead. No manipulating direction with the chute’s toggles. No regulating
the rate of descent by pulling on the risers. No managing the body’s landing
onto the drop-zone.
From that jump in March 2009, I don’t remember much. The
jumpmaster gave his commands. The Sherpa’s back hatch opened. I was
third in line behind the commander and first sergeant.
I remember my body dragging on the DZ. I remember the Kevlar
ripping from my head . I remember a flashlight scanning from eye to eye. I
remember an ambulance siren wailing above me. I remember a doctor
saying, “Yeah, he broke his neck.”

• • •
Senior Rater: He has demonstrated his ability to lead a platoon in a combat
zone. Select for promotion ahead of his contemporaries.
•
It’s November 2015, and I’m sitting on a black-padded exam table,
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nervous. I’m always nervous. My wife Angela, dressed in jeans and her
favorite blue, UK sweatshirt, sits in a folding chair to my left. I keep biting
my nails, spitting them onto the floor.
The room is small with the large exam table, two cushioned folding
chairs, a leather-padded swivel chair, a desk, and a hand-wash station with
three attached drawers. They are all packed into a room no bigger than the
size of a one-bedroom college dorm. A stock painting of a lake near the
draw of two green mountains hangs on the wall. The painting is the only
attempt to add some type of aesthetics to the décor.
I spit another nail onto the carpeted floor. “Quit biting your
nails, Chris,” Angela says. “And quit spitting them on the floor.”
“I’m nervous.” Except for Angela and a few other family members,
trust is exceedingly difficult. It’s one of my “stuck points” logged on my
PTSD therapy sheet that I work on with the VA shrink on a weekly basis.
“There’s nothing to be nervous about,” she says.
“You know how these are,” I say. “They see if you’re lying because
they want to fuck you. You know, I’ve always been fucking truthful. Always
been. It’s fucking shit! These comp and pension exams are nothing but a
time to come and play the VA’s stupid, fucking games.”
“Chris, calm down.” She takes a deep breath.
“That’s why I wanted you here too,” I say. “I don’t fucking trust
‘em. They start talking all that medical shit that I don’t understand. But you
understand it.”
Angela—a blond-haired, blue-eyed, Saturday night, high school
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date that developed into a twenty-three-year match—is a nurse practitioner.
Beyond anyone, I trust her. If the doctor tries to mislead me, she’ll catch it.
She can explain the medical terms to me, any jargon that I have difficulty
understanding, words I know the doctor will not take the time to explain.
And most importantly, she’ll call him out if she thinks the doctor is
purposely trying to confuse me.
“It’ll be fine,” she says raspily. I can hear agitation in her voice. I
pestered her to come with me, and in addition to driving the 115 miles to
the exam’s location—my long-distance driving is not too good these days—
she had to take four hours sick leave from work. She’s never sick for work,
and hates using her sick leave. She only uses it for the kids, for when they
are really sick, for when they really need to stay home from school. For our
kids, Patrick and Sophia, now fourteen and eleven, stay-home-from-schoolsick requires fever, vomiting, diarrhea. Unless bedridden, off to school the
kids go, and off to work Angela goes.
“Chill out,” she says curtly. Her eyes widen, and she points a
playful finger in my direction. “It’ll be fine. I swear.”
I bite one last nail, but this time I spit it into my hand. I toss it
into the small plastic garbage basket next to the swivel chair.
When the doctor for the compensation and pension exam comes
into the examination room, he does not introduce himself nor the nurse
that follows him. Immediately, he sits down in the black swivel chair, then
wheels directly in front of me. Blue, buttoned-down shirt, tie, little gray
moustache, stupid grin—I just want to snap his neck. I could snap his neck.
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No fucking manners. The nurse, wearing blue scrubs, stands leaning against
the wash-station, arms folded, foot tapping.
Hastily, he begins asking me questions. “Hi. Do you know why
you’re here?” He doesn’t even address me by name.
“Uh, I’m here for an exam for TBI.”
“Right,” he says. Now, you say this injury was caused by an
airborne jump, correct?” His eyes narrow when he asks me the question. His
implication at my integrity pisses me off.
“Yeah.” I look at Angela. She realizes I’m clenching my fists. She
knows I’m escalating and mouths, Calm.
“About when did this happen?” he asks.
“Jsst. I don’t know,” I say. “You’re asking me ‘bout something that
happened, like, five years ago. Shit, I have trouble remembering stuff from
last week.”
“Well, try to think,” he says.
“Well.” I pick at my bottom lip. “It was before my last deployment
to Iraq, which was 2009. But it was after my second Iraq deployment, which
was 2005.” I look at Angela. “Do you remember when it happened?”
Arms folded, she looks to the doctor from her folded chair. “I
believe it was in the spring of 2009.”
He glances at his notes. “Well, according to your medical records,
it said the injury occurred in March 2009. Does this sound about right?”
I press both palms against my temples and slide them to the back
of my head. I interlock my fingers behind my neck and close my eyes. I’m
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frustrated, bordering on rage. Remember: left palm to chin, right hand to
the back of head, violent twist. Dead fucking doctor. I release my fingers
from my neck and crack the knuckles of the index and middle fingers on
each hand. I breathe in deeply and exhale.
The doctor just stares at me with his stupid grin. “I guess so. I
don’t know.”

• • •
Senior Rater: He has virtually unlimited potential for advanced individual
schooling and for promotion.
•
The doctor shows me a sheet of paper attached to a metal clipboard. “I’m
going to give you a test today. You’ve probably taken this test before,” he
says.
I look at the paper as he holds it up to me. “I don’t know. I am not
sure.”
The test is the Montreal Cognitive Assessment, or MOCA for
short. It’s a one-page, thirty-point assessment exam, and the total time
allotted for the patient to take the test is ten minutes. Doctors use the test as
an assessment instrument to examine patients for early onset of Alzheimer’s
or Parkinson’s. The VA uses the MOCA to examine veterans for Traumatic
Brain Injuries. Ten minutes and the doctor’s notes determines if the VA
believes I suffered a “service connected” TBI during the botched 2009
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parachute jump in Indiana. Ten minutes and his report decides if the U.S.
Department of Veteran Affairs awards me any disability compensation.
“We are going to go through this test together,” he says. “And once
we’re finished, you’ll be done. Sound good?”
“Sure. Sounds good.”
The first test has three parts to assess my Visuospatial and Executive
Functioning. Part one is a sequence of numbers and letters.
“Begin first with one and go to A, then proceed from A and go to
two,” he says.
It’s an order. Move from number to letter, letter to number, then
number to letter. I issued and followed orders for more than twelve years as
an Army officer. Three combat deployments in both Afghanistan and Iraq.
Countless missions. One wrong order—one wrong decision—and someone
dies. And it’s your fault. That weight of worry does not leave once you
return stateside. Every decision becomes life or death. Door locks. Electrical
outlets. Attempting to remember if you ran a red light or not (when you
know you didn’t). Morning traffic to work—cars upon cars, bumper to
bumper. “You need to come out of the sandbox,” a VA shrink once told me
during another twelve-week therapy session for my PTSD. But the sandbox
is where I live most days.
The unnamed doctor gives me a black Parker pen. I remember the
pen, vividly. It’s the same I used to write with at home. Stainless steel cap.
Black, lacquer body. Retails for about $25. I guess I take too long admiring
the pen because the doctor loudly clears his throat to get my attention.
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“Yeah, I got it.” I move the pen from one to A to two, then three
to four, then stop. I think I have already failed. Breathing heavy, I clench my
jaws. The right side of my head begins throbbing. When head pain occurs,
it always originates in the right side.
“Can I start again?” I ask.
“Sure,” he smiles. That stupid grin. Only one violent twist with my
two hands.
I begin talking out loud to myself. “One to A to two, to B, to
three, to four, or is it C?” I stop.
“Fuck!” I grip the pen and stare at the paper. “I don’t know. Fuck.”
I hand him his Parker pen and clipboard back, but he politely gives them
back to me.
“I want you to copy the cube that is drawn on the sheet,” he says.
Part two is an assessment in visuoconstructional skill.
I take the clipboard and pen and copy the three-dimensional cube.
My hand shakes. The cube is not linear or plumb. The lines squiggle to one
another. Brother John, my high school geometry teacher, would definitely
be disappointed. However, I do form a slanting, three-dimensional cubical
house about to collapse—a nice representation of a leaning shithouse.
He stretches his neck sideways to look at the picture. “Okay, I
guess.” He glances back at me. “Now, I want you to draw a clock with
numbers and display the time as ten past eleven.” Using his finger, he points
to the spot on the paper where I should draw the clock. This assessment is
the last part of the first series of the MOCA tests.
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I sketch a wavy contour of a circle. Inside, I make a cross then
pause. Christ died on the cross for our sins. Will my sins ever be forgiven? I’m
staring at the wall. My memory flashes to the Taliban soldier on the ground,
one of my soldiers penned beneath him.
Three of us jump on top of the Afghani. The fight. Fists. Knee
strikes. Elbow strikes. The investigation. When I look at the doctor staring
at me, I realize that I am supposed to be drawing a clock. I quickly shake
my head side to side.
I add four cardinal numbers to the cross: twelve, six, nine, and
three. I stop. Christ died at 3 PM. The Gospel of John says He also hung
on the cross for six hours. The Old Testament states there are twelve tribes
of Israel. Catholic school taught me that 666 is the Devil’s number. The
violence of war demonstrates that each soldier has the capacity to become
the Devil. I know my sins will never be forgiven no matter how many times
I go to confession, no matter how many times I plead for absolution to
Father Joe or Father Jeff.
The doctor stares at me. Angela stares at me. The nurse stares at
me. I sluggishly shake my head back and forth. I am expected to draw a
clock. In pointed arrows to represent hour and minute hands, I write the
time as 10:50. In Iraq, though, I learned all time is relative, Insha’Allah.
Again, I have failed.

• • •
Senior Rater: His work ethic and dedication to mission is not surpassed by
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any other junior officer in the command, and his two combat tours attest
to that fact.
•
The next mini-test is Naming. On the sheet are the shapes of three
animals: a lion, a rhinoceros, and a camel. He takes the pen from my fingers
and points the tip to each of the figures.
“Can you tell me the names of these animals?”
I quickly name each one by touching each figure with my index
finger. “A tiger. A hippopotamus. A giraffe.” Close. Close. Close. The
Naming assessment is a marksmanship test, not the lobbing of a grenade.
The M67 fragmentation grenade has a blast radius of fifteen
meters, a kill radius of five. To throw a grenade, first remove the safety
clip. With the non-throwing hand, remove the grenade’s pull ring while
grasping the grenade and safety lever tightly in the throwing hand. In an
arcing motion, toss the grenade with the throwing hand, ensuring that it
does not strike any obstacles that could deflect or divert the grenade from
intended target. Take cover. A grenade eviscerates a human body.
The doctor twists the clipboard to Angela. She looks at the three
figures and smiles.

• • •
Senior Rater: Unlimited potential. Promote immediately and select early
for the Captain’s Career Course.
•
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Next, the doctor wants to assess memory. He reads a list of five words at
a rate of one word per second, and I have to repeat them back to him at a
rate of one word per second. After a duration of five minutes, he will ask me
to repeat the five words that he originally gave me.
“I’m going to read you a list of five words. I want you to repeat
them back to me, okay?”
“Okay.”
“Face, velvet, church, daisy, red.” He articulates each word very
carefully. “Can you repeat those five words back to me?”
“Face, velvet, church, daisy, red.” I require a little longer than one
second per word, but I repeat all five words back to him, in order. I rub the
right side of my forehead with the palm of my hand. I’m becoming tired,
and the right side of my head still aches.
“In about five minutes, I’m going to ask you to repeat those words
back to me, okay?”
“Okay,” I say. “Good luck with that, Doc.”
Ever since the 2009 jump, Angela and I have gone to a system
of sticky notes and a morning white board. Light blue, dark blue, orange,
yellow, pink, and green sticky notes are scattered around the house.
Medicine amounts. To-do lists. A reminder to pick up Patrick from archery
practice or to take Sophia to soccer practice. The white board has phone
numbers in black permanent marker. Angela’s cell. My cell. Her parents’
and my parents’ home and cell numbers. All the numbers for the three
hospitals that Angela works at. The numbers are not just for the kids,
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they are for me as well. I forget her cell number. I forget my own. I can’t
remember her mom’s home number sometimes, a number I called daily for
six years before we got married. I no longer balance the checkbook or pay
any bills. Simple addition and subtraction are hard without a calculator,
impossible if there are multiple variables. Although I only scored a C in the
class, I took a five-credit hour calculus course as an undergraduate as well
as math courses in statistics and linear equations. But I now have trouble
measuring out portions for a recipe. I forget names of people who I have
met multiple times. I have difficulty reading maps although I was trained
(and was skilled) in land navigation—both on foot and in vehicles. I forget,
at times, to turn off the stove.

• • •
Senior Rater: He is an officer of unimpeachable integrity and a proven
combat leader.
•
The fourth assessment is Attention. This mini-test is comprised of four
parts: forward digit span, backward digit span, vigilance, and serial sevens.
When soldiers are at attention, they must be vigilant, or they will
pass out. Put a slight bend in the knees, because locking the knees will cause
the soldier to become lightheaded and blackout. Collapsing to the ground
in formation is not vigilant; it’s negligent—on part of the soldier and his
commander. Vigilance is especially important when standing in formation
listening to a prosy Colonel talk about his glory days: “No shit, there I was,
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blah, blah, blah.” On an August afternoon in the Fort Benning heat, you
can hum Queen, “And another one gone, and another gone, and another
one bites the dust.” Watch the waffling legs of soldiers as they collapse in
formation. You feel platoon leaders scream Don’t lock the knees, Private while
platoon sergeants, much more brazen, whisper, “Colonel, shut the fuck up.”
For the forward digit span, the doctor reads, “21854.”
I repeat the numbers, but I add a few numbers not in his. He
recites them fast, and I don’t know if his speed is part of the test or not—an
additional measurement ascertaining if I can maintain his pace.
For the backward digit span, the doctor reads, “742.”
“247,” I say, but I do not repeat the numbers fast enough. The test
is timed, and only one second per digit is allowed. I clench both fists.
“But Captain Chris, all time is relative. Insha’Allah.” This is what
the Iraqi colonel said to me when he was twenty minutes late to our security
meeting during my third Middle East deployment. If God wanted him to
be on time, then he would have been on time. However, God willed him
to arrive at the time when he arrived. God willed him to be twenty minutes
late. In my American mind, the colonel pissed me off. In my American
mind, you are never late for a meeting. But time is perceived differently
in Iraq. And by the end of this last combat deployment, the Iraqi colonel
became my close ally. More importantly, he became my intimate friend.
I held his hand and kissed him on both cheeks. We shared meals his wife
cooked in Baghdad, and he drove to the base where we met. We shared
pictures of our children—his two boys and young daughter, my son and
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daughter. On my last day in country, I gave him a two-tone, stainless-steel,
bracelet watch. He gave me a ceramic statue of the Sacred Heart of Jesus. He
was a Sunni Muslim, and where he found it, I have no idea. He could have
been killed by the Sunni death squads for just having the Catholic effigy
in his possession. When I left Iraq, operational security forbade me to ever
contact him again. I do not know if he is alive or dead. The ceramic statue
sits on the desk in my den. When I look at it, I pray, Be alive. Insha’Allah.
For vigilance, I must tap my right leg each time I hear the doctor
say the letter A. He stands to readjust his body on his swivel chair, and then
sits. He begins reading the letters. “F. B. A. C. M.”
“Stop,” I say. “What letter are we doing again?” I rub my right eye.
The pain on the right side of my head pulsates.
“Tap your leg when you hear the letter A, okay?” he says.
He begins reading the letters again. I make it through the whole
test. I do not know how many I missed. Angela thinks I missed two she later
tells me on our way home from the examination.
“I tried following along with him while watching you, but it was
hard at times,” she said.
“No, I know.” We were sitting in her Toyota Highlander on
southbound I-75 with the engine off. Traffic is bumpered—an accident
somewhere in the distance.
“Also,” she said. “In that naming test. How did you confuse a
camel with a giraffe?” She laughed.
“I don’t know. They both have long necks, I suppose.” She just
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laughed harder.
“You know, it was hard for him not to laugh, when he showed me
the clipboard. I don’t know if you saw it or not,” she said.
“No, I didn’t see it.” I guess if you don’t laugh, you’ll cry.
The final attention mini-test is serial sevens. The doctor says,
“Subtract seven from one hundred.”
“Okay,” I say, and I sit quietly on the exam table. The doctor looks
at me and chuckles. I do not understand. I sit on the black-padded table
grasping the number ninety-three in my head, trying not to forget. But
ninety-three is the year I graduated high school, the year I entered college.
It is the year that Angela and I first made love.
The doctor turns right to Angela, and she smiles. Her smile,
though, is not one of laughter. It’s more of empathy. And when the doctor
looks left to the nurse standing at the wash-hand station, she is holding her
left fist up to her mouth, smiling.
He turns center and stares at me in the face. In a matter-of-fact
voice, he abruptly asks, “Well, are you going to tell me the number?”
“You didn’t ask me that.” And the room breaks into soft laughter.
The nurse. The doctor. Even Angela to some degree.
“Keep going,” he says. “Ninety-three. Keep going. I mean, keep
subtracting by seven.” He is smiling that stupid grin.
“Ninety-three. Uh, eighty-six. Seventy-nine. Um, seventy-two.” It
takes time to do the math. Too much time, and I have failed again, because I
am not fast enough. All time is relative, Insha’Allah. “That’s good enough,”
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he says, and writes something on the sheet of paper.

• • •
Senior Rater: CPT Collins is a must select for promotion to Major and
resident attendance at the Command and General Staff School.
•
The next assessment is Language, a measurement of a patient’s ability
in sentence repetition and verbal fluency. For sentence repetition, I am
allocated one point for each correctly repeated sentence, but each sentence
must be repeated in its entirety without any mistakes. I am a writer and a
poet. I already have two Master’s degrees. I’ve written two Master’s theses—
one analytical, one creative. I am good with language, good with its rhythms
and pulses, good with its sonic mechanisms and rhetorical schemes. This
assessment should be simple. Finally, an uncomplicated test. He reads the
first sentence.
“I only know that John is the one to help today.” He reads
deliberately and noticeably, articulating each word.
I repeat, “I only know that John is the one to help today.” When I
look over to Angela, she shakes her head in acknowledgement. I smile. He
pauses, makes a notation on the clipboard with his Parker pen, and reads
the next sentence.
“The cat always hid under the couch when the dogs were in the
room.”
Angela later informed me my eyes furrowed when the doctor read
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this one. I repeat, “The cats always hid under the coach when the kids where
in the room.” The doctor pauses longer this time after he watches me repeat
the sentence, recording a few more notes on the clipboard.
As I look to Angela sitting in the folded chair to my left, she
slowly shakes her head side to side. I’ve failed again. Cats, coach, kids. Coup
contrecoup concussion. It must be the cacophony of the “k’s” of the second
sentence. We have a dog, Odie, a Lab/Hound mix at home, a rescue from
a Hazard, Kentucky kill shelter. But I do not know what happened to the
dogs of the original sentence. And I do not know how a couch turned into
a coach. The only thing I can reason is that some words were not aural
enough for my mind to seize the musicality of the sentence.
For the verbal fluency test, I must repeat, in one minute, the most
words I can think of that begin with the letter F.
“Can I use cuss words?” I ask.
“Yes,” the doctor smiles. I shoot a quick side glance at Angela, and
she rolls her eyes.
“Go.”
“Fuck, finger, fruit...” My hands clench again. “Fruit-fly.
Refrigerator.” I start cracking the knuckles on both hands. “Frozen. Frigid.
Fucker. Did I say fuck?”
I cannot think of any more words. I sit on the black-padded patient
table staring at the wall. I must have more than eleven words in one minute.
I think I have failed again. I swivel my head to Angela, to the doctor, to
the nurse. “Fuck!” I yell, and punch the table with my right fist. I can only
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think of eight, and of the eight, only five count. Fruit-fly, refrigerator, and
fucker are discarded. Compound words, suffixes, and prefixes are rejected
when the MOCA assesses verbal fluency.
The doctor swivels right in his chair to Angela. “It’s harder than
you think when you are put on the spot.” She just shakes her head in sad
agreement.

• • •
Senior Rater: He is a stalwart officer, self-driven, who ensures his soldiers
routinely exceed the standards in all areas.
•
The next assessment is Abstraction. I’m to explain the commonality
between pairs of words. I am given two pairs of words to explain their
similarity.
In classical rhetorical training, comparison was one of the
progymnasmata, a series of fourteen rhetorical assignments that trained
young boys to become future philosophers, politicians, lawyers. Of the
fourteen assignments rising in complexity, comparison was the tenth.
Students explored comparative virtues and inadequacies between two
people or objects.
The doctor asks, “How are a train and a bicycle are alike?”
“They both have wheels,” I say. But a train and a bicycle are also
modes of transportation, an abstraction beyond the mere concreteness of
wheels. If I had more time than mere seconds to ponder the speculative
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concept of trains and bicycles, I would have discerned and provided a more
thoughtful answer.
He asks me, “How are a watch and a ruler alike?”
“They both measure time,” I say. But time, I think, is the wrong
answer. A watch measures time, but does a ruler? Both devices have numbers,
yes. How, though, can a ruler measure time? I think numbers is the answer
he wanted. But what is abstract about numbers on a watch, on a ruler? I
press both palms against my temples and hang my head. I do not know
what answer he wants. I cannot visualize the correct conceptualization of
similarity between watch and ruler. Possibly, with more time I would have
discovered the answer he needed.
“But Captain Chris, all time is relative. Insha’Allah.”

• • •
Senior Rater: He should absolutely be promoted to Major ahead of his peers
and selected for PSYOP company command.
•
I use my thumbs to rub my temples. The doctor says, “Chris, we only have
a few more tests to do, okay.” It’s the first time he’s used my name. I look up
at him, take a deep breath. It’s also the first time that I do not feel an urge
to break his neck.
The next assessment is Delayed Recall. It’s time to remember the
five words from memory. I’m allocated one point for each word recalled
without the doctor giving me any cues.
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“Can you remember the five words I gave you a few minutes ago?”
he asks.
“Yellow. Daisy.” These two words are the only ones I say to the
doctor, the only two I remember. However, only one word matches the five
he gave—daisy. Twenty percent correct. Another failure.
The daisy flower is actually a perennial weed that grows wild in
Kentucky bluegrass. The word daisy sticks with me because my daughter
Sophia loved picking the yellow flower heads with white petals from our
backyard in the summer. When she was a toddler, she’d gather handfuls,
bring them into the house, give them to Angela saying, “Pretty.” As best she
could, Angela would take the daisies, stick them into a small whiskey glass
filled with water, and place it on the dining room table. For a few nights,
the flower heads would buoy in the rocks glass as we ate dinner, floating
reminders of a daughter’s love.
The doctor sets the clipboard down. He rubs his hands together.
“Chris, we are at the last assessment. You ready?”
“Sure, Doc. Drive on.” The last assessment is Orientation. He
wants to know if I know these: Date, month, year, day, place, and city. He
pauses, stares into my eyes after he asks the question. I look down at the
digital watch on my left wrist. I start reading. The doctor and Angela start
laughing. Even the nurse laughs. I don’t understand the joke.
“Chris,” the doctor says, “you can’t look at your watch.”
A surge of nervous anger clenches my fists. “But you fuckin’ didn’t
tell me that!” I raise both hands in the air as a little bit of spit escapes my
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mouth. Their laughter is not funny. My mistakes are not funny. What is
happening with me—the headaches, the forgetfulness, the loss of words
when writing, when speaking—is not funny.
“Chris, do you know where you are?” Date, month, year, and day
are voided from the assessment. Those questions I have failed.
“Yeah. I am in your office, in some building, somewhere in
Dayton, Ohio. Is that fucking good enough?” The rage is back. I pick the
nail of my right index finger with my left thumb.
“Yes, that’s good enough. We’re all done. The nurse will show you
out.”
There is no, “Thank you.” There is no hand shake. There is no
pleasantry from the doctor, no simple, “Have a safe drive home.” He rises
from his swivel chair with his clipboard, file folder, and pen, turns slightly
left, and exits the door of the examination room. The nurse says, “This way
please,” holding her left hand toward the door. Her polite remark of “please”
is really the only appearance of kindness that Angela or I receive during the
entire compensation and pension exam process.
I look at Angela, and she shrugs her shoulders. Using both hands,
I push myself off the exam table. And taking Angela’s left hand into mine,
we walk out of the office.

• • •
Senior Rater: Outstanding performance in this rating period. He is a
fine young officer that should be groomed for the most challenging of
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assignments.
•
Five weeks and four days later, it’s Christmas Eve. The Department of
Veteran’s Affairs has sent me a present. They’ve rendered their decision
concerning whether or not I suffered a traumatic brain injury from the
2009 airborne operation. They’ve determined whether or not I will be
awarded any disability compensation.
Although the examiner noted that I do possess cognitive problems
and headaches, there is no objective evidence that the patient suffered a
traumatic brain injury. There is no medical documentation of a concussion.
There is no medical documentation of cognitive problems. There is no
evidence of loss of consciousness. And there is no evidence of alteration of
consciousness.
Although my VA medical records indicate brain injury. Although
my VA medical records indicate memory disturbance. Although I went
through a twelve-week course through the VA to retrain my brain on how
to process and remember information. Although I went to the VA physical
therapists because of my gait instability, being strapped into a harness as
I watched a screen move side-to-side, up and down, there is no objective
evidence of a traumatic brain injury.
However, I can appeal the decision. But I only have a year. “If you
do not start your appeal on time, our decision will become final,” the VA
stipulates. Unless I can provide new evidence or somehow show that the VA
that the examiner is wrong, I am out of time.
“But Captain Chris, all time is relative. Insha’Allah.”
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